North-South Attacks Renewed

Heavies Hit In Rumania And Reich

Co-Ordinated Thrust One Of War's Biggest; Nazis Tell Of Fierce Battles

A force of 3,000 American warplanes yesterday clamped tighter the aerial squeeze on Germany and Nazi-held Europe, striking from north and south in one of the heaviest coordinated attacks of the war.

Between 750 and 1,000 Eighth Air Force Fortresses and Liberators, escorted by the same number of fighters, plunged their way more than 500 miles to hit airfields near Munich and aircraft factories at Friedrichshafen.

From bases in Italy, a force of 500 to 750 Forts and Liberators of the 15th Air Force, with as many fighters, thundered across the Balkans to hit Bucharest, capital of Rumania, targets at Ploesti, and an aircraft plant at Belgrade, in Yugoslavia.

As the huge force of heavies from the ETO punched through German defenses over the southwestern Reich, some of the fighters swooped down on German airfields, and left scores of parked Nazi planes burning after strafing attacks.

One Mustang squadron, commanded by Capt. Stephen W. Appling, of Dallas, Tex., claimed 28 enemy aircraft destroyed, 27 of them on the ground, and 1/Lt. Edwin L. Heiser, of Schnecksville, Pa., set up some sort of a record by getting seven on the ground—four Me 109s, two Ju 88s and one Ju 88 transport—while

Capt. Robert C. MacKean, of Yonkers, N.Y., destroyed five on the ground.

Other fighter groups reported bitter air battles with Nazi interceptors, but a few tanks made the entire trip without aerial combat.

Sixth Missions in 8 Days

Most of the bomber formations, which split into task forces as they skirted the Swiss borders, found clear weather to pinpoint their targets as they carried out their sixth operation in the last eight days. They were picking up the pre-invasion buzz where the Marauders, Havocs and long-range fighters left it late Sunday evening.

German radio stations described the progress of the bomber formations across Europe as they closed in from north and south, and claimed that "gigantic air battles" were being fought by the Luftwaffe as it sought to preserve some of the battered factories which, it was revealed Sunday, even now are unable to replace current losses.

One Fortress division came back from Friedrichshafen to report not a single attack by enemy fighters, although a few were sighted in the distance, but a veteran B-17 division ran into one of the toughest battles of its career, with the Nazi hurling rocket-firing interceptors and single- and -and twin-engined planes into headlong-flight at the bombers.

Liberators flew back to base after what one crewman called "a perfect mission," and reported attacks by only three fighters.

While there was no immediate announcement of losses or claims, it seemed likely that a few planes were lost or damaged.

Nazi Ground Crews

Nor was there any announcement of specific targets other than Friedrichshafen, but from Switzerland came reports that big fires could be seen burning across the Swiss-German border at O-Berchinger, Meersburg, Marburg and Amstel, all within a 20-mile radius of Friedrichshafen.

Other Swiss dispatches said that at least eight U.S. bombers had crashed on neutral territory. One message said that Swiss fighters had helped damaged American bombers to forced landings and internment.

The Forts and Libs went into Europe early in the morning after the RAF had kept the offensive going with night blows on Bivorce, a German communications depot near Brussels, in Belgium, and Mannheim, in Germany, for the loss of six aircraft.

The Luftwaffe, for its part, showed it was still a fighting force to be reckoned with when it sent night bombers against southern and southwestern England, losing five planes in what may have been a reconnaissance in force to check British port activity.

With yesterday's simultaneous heavy blows from Italy and Britain, the main weight of attack was getting back to northern Europe, following the two-day raids on Marans and Havocs on Sunday, which kept up the hammering of the Atlantic Wall invasion defenses.

Ralf Yancey "Mighty"

After a morning foray against targets in northern France, the B-24s and A-20s went back to the offensive against railway targets, hitting the train-packed yards at Namur, in Belgium, in their tenth operation in six days.

Allied reconnaissance planes late Sunday afternoon had gone snooping over Belgium and came home just before dusk, with the discovery, of the jam-packed freight yards at Namur, Wargrave Marauder ground crews, having prepared nine hours in six days, rushed a battle fleet to readiness, and air crews took off from the junction point of the line rail lines from Brussels, Mons, Luxembourg, Cologne and Liège. When they rolled away from Namur, without loss, the Ninth Air Force bomber men could see at least 14 fires, and one train stung by heavy fire which in ammunition had exploded with devastating effect over the whole area.
AMERICAN BOMBER IS WIPED OUT

HOW LESLIE JACKSON BECAME A FRIEND OF FUessen

CITY HELPS IN RESEARCH ON WORLD WAR II

Fuessen. It was one of the worst moments of his life. The American bomber made a crash landing near today's "forest corner curve" on Route B 310. A large number of Hitler Youth, some of them armed, surrounded the crashed plane, that had been hit by Flak and fighters during an attack on Oberpfaffenhofen and tried to escape to Switzerland. Are these nervous kids going to shoot? It was the 24th of April, a day that Leslie Jackson will never forget.

The former member of an American bomber crew in World War II is today a financial consultant in suburban Washington. That, which at the time gave him quite a scare, has been transformed, strange to say, into a friendship for Fuessen. This past year, Jackson visited the town on the Lech River to find the spot where the plane hit the ground. For many years he knew nothing about the crash site in Germany. However, the help of the Fuessen city hall for the one time enemy and current friend was so overwhelming that since that time, Jackson is proud to have a Fuessen sticker on his car.

This long forgotten story from the year 1944 was brought to light by Cilly Kahle, director of the cultural department, and Hans-Georg Carls, a geographer from Wuerzburg with close ties to Fuessen. Carls, whose profession is aerial photography and its interpretation, offered Ms. Kahle aerial photographs for the Fuessen municipal archives. In this connection, they talked about World War II. Carls, deeply interested in everything having to do with modern history, met with the former American flyer Jackson during a recent business trip to the United States and learned about Jackson's enthusiasm for Fuessen.

Cilly Kahle, on whose desk Jackson's research into his war experience landed, had her own connection with the events of the time. As a young girl she rode her bike on that very day to the spot where the big bird crashed. Word had gotten around swiftly in the city of the Lech. "That was a sensation", Kahle remembered, Fuessen had largely been spared the direct effects of the war. In those days the girls were most interested in getting hold of whatever goods were in short supply (organizing, they called it). The resourceful girls knew very well the parachute material was excellent for sewing silk blouses. Cilly Kahle said, excusing herself, "otherwise there was nothing (like it) to be had."

When Jackson's letter with his request for information reached her desk, she immediately knew what it was about. A friendly letter went back to Washington from city hall. Jackson learned that the plane crashed near the Fuessen barracks and that the young prisoners...
was initially locked in a cell in the "Hohen Schloss" (the local castle), as further research revealed. Guenther Knauss, deputy mayor, informed Jackson about this and sent him pictures of the former cells and a picture booklet of Fuessen.

The present day financial consultant jetted across the "big pond" last year and saw for himself where his first sortie from England came to an end. A farmer took him to the very place where the plane crashed and where a comrade lost his life.

Leslie Jackson has long buried the former animosity. It turned into a great enthusiasm about anything connected with Fuessen, reported Carls following his visit with the former flyer. A bit of German-American history in miniature.

Photo Caption: The American bomber made a belly landing on 24 April 1944 at the "Forest corner curve". Leslie Jackson was in the plane. The terrible event of that day has been transformed into enthusiasm for Fuessen. The historical picture originates from the city archives.

Lower photo Caption: The former crewman of the American bomber of the Second World War (the picture on the left dates from the time he was a prisoner of war) has become a friend of Fuessen. The city of Fuessen helped the financial consultant from Washington with all kinds of information.

Das Bild stammt aus dem Stadtarchiv.

LESLIE JACKSON: Der einzige Bewohner eines amerikanischen Bombens der Zweiten Weltkriegs Bild links stammt aus der Zeit seiner Kriegsgefangenschaft) ist heute zu einem Freund Füssens geworden. Die Stadt Füssen war dem Wirtschaftsverband aus Washington (Bild rechts) mit allerlei Anschichten dienlich.
Our original crew that went through staging and assigned to 364th unit:

Pilot - W. Bice
Co-Pilot - Fred Griggs
Navigator - Dick Pattefield
Bomber - Don Masterson
Top Turret - Bob O'sullivan
Radio Op. - Bob Scheppers
Ball Turret - Joe Melians
Tail Gunner - Bob Congdon
Waist Gunner - Luther Kelley
" Les Jackson

When we were shot down Ralph Haley relieved Bice as pilot and Bice relieved Griggs, and Tommy Lott relieved Bob Scheppers - So Griggs and Scheppers were not aboard on the 24th.